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1. Answer the following Questions  

 

a. How many sings does Jazam have? 

Ans: Jazam has three signs. 

 

b. When do we pronounce a letter twice? 

Ans: We will pronounce a letter with tashdeed twice. 

 

c. Write the signs of harkat. 

Ans: The signs of harkat are: ( ), (  ), ( ). 

 

d. Write the sign of jabar. 

Ans: The sign of jabar is ( ). 

  

e. Write the sign of tanween. 

          Ans: The signs of tanween are ( ), ( ), ( ). 

 

2. Fill in the Blanks  

 

a) The sign over the letter is jabar. 

b) The  sign below the letter is jer. 

c) The round head sign over the letter is pesh. 

d) Signs of jazam are three types. 

e) Single jabar, single jer, and single pesh are called harkat. 

 

 

 

 



3. True/False  

a) The sign over the letter is jer. (False) 

b) The sign below the letter is jer. (True) 

c) The round head sign over the letter is pesh. (True) 

d) The letter with tashdeed pronounced in two times. (True) 

e) Single jabar, single jer, and single pesh are called tanween. (False) 

 

4. Write the appropriate word in the correct box. (Clues are given 

below.) 

             

        Jazam          Tanween         Harkat 

 

5. Match column A with column B and make sentences. 

   

                  Column A                Column B 

1) Double jabar, double jer,     

double pesh 

a) above the Arabic letter without 

Harkat. 

 

2) Jazam is a sign which is used b) are called Tanween. 

3) Single jabar , single jer, 

single pesh 

c) with the right side 

pronunciation. 

4) The letter with jazam is 

pronounced unitedly 

d) are called Harkat. 

 

1. Double Jabar, double Jer, 

double Pesh are called- 

 

Tanween 

2. Single Jabar, single Jer and 

single Pesh are called- 

         

Harkat 

3. Which sign is used above 

Arabic letter without Harkat 

are called- 

 

Jazam 


